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PACKING

Check carefully the content of the box and in case of damage contact immediately your forwarder.

The following items are included in the box:

n° 1 instructions leaflet

n° 1 followspot INSE 1200 MSR

SAFETY

Even if this lantern is fitted with a safety micro-switch which automatically disconnect power as

soon as the lamp cover is opened, disconnect the lantern from mains supply before replacing the

lamp. 

- This followspot has been designed for use in interior. 

For safety operation, max ambient temperature must not exceed 50°C. 

- Caution: the surface temperature of the followspot can reach 110°C 

- Caution: hot lamp; ensure that the lamp is cold before attempting to remove it (about 10 minutes)

INSTALLATION

Fitting lamp

1) Unscrew the 2 fixing knob of the lamp cover located on the base of the lantern and gently pull it

down. As soon as the lamp cover is released, the safety switch will automatically disconnect both

poles of the mains supply to the lamp.

2) Clean the lamp with the cleaning towel and fit it carefully in the lamp holder. 

- avoid to touch the lamp with fingers or dirty towels;

- do not shake the lamp;

3) Fix the lamp to the lamp holder tightening the fixing knobs; fix the supply cable.

- to obtain the maximum light output, position the lamp with the glass pip towards the metal case

of the lantern 

4) Close the lamp cover.

Mounting position

The followspot INSE 1200 MSR can be mounted on a tripod stand; distance from flammable

object must be minimum 1 m. 

Mounting on tripod

Mount the followspot INSE 1200 MSR on the tripod, tightening the stirrup by the locking knob. 

The stirrup is designed to give a smooth and positive up/down movement. 

Electrical connection

1) Connect the supply cable to a plug capable to support a load of at least 16 Amps.

2) Connect the lantern to a mains supply of 230V - 50/60Hz.

USE OF THE LANTERN

Operation

The INSE 1200 MSR followspot use a discharge lamp 1200 MSR. It is a medium-throw follow-

spot suitable in situation where brilliant and white light is required. The advantage of this follow-

spot is the compact size which doesn't require excessive space during operation. It is supplied com-

plete with blackout, gobo holder and iris diaphragm.



Focus

Switch on the followspot using the switch located on the rear side of the lantern. Followspots are

used either with a sharp or a soft edge. The focus control knobs are located on the side of the lens

tube. 

Centering the lamp position

Even if the lamp holder is factory set to use a 1200 MSR discharge lamp, it's possible to obtain the

centering of the beam by adjusting the height of the lamp with reference to the condensor lens axis.

The lamp holder is fixed to the lamp cover by 2 screws which allow the vertical movement of the

lamp. Turn the screws to obtain the beam centering. This operation is possible while the lamp

cover is closed and the lamp is on.

Iris diaphragm

The iris diaphragm is located in the central part of the lantern and is fitted with a lever which is

used to reduce the diameter of the spot whilst  maintaining the same light intensity. 

We suggest to re-open the iris as soon as the followspot is switched off to obtain an even cooling

of the iris leaves.

Black-out

A small lever located on the rear panel of the followspot activate the black-out (lever in vertical

position = black-out off).

Gobo holder

The followspot is provided with a gobo holder to be fitted in the central part of the lantern.

Accessories

The following accessories are available on request:

- Colour changer: to be fitted on the front part of the followspot. 5 colours + black-out.

- Mechanical dimmer: it provides a smooth dim, from full power to black-out and must be fitted in

the front part of the followspot.

- 4-way shutter: allows the beam shape modification. To be fitted in the slot provided for the gobo-

holder.

- Tripod stand.

MAINTENANCE

All lanterns require regular maintenance to ensure maximum performance and light output.

Please follow these instructions: 

- clean lens regularly, as even a thin layer of dust can reduce the light output and scatter the beam; 

- replace the lamp if it has become damaged or it's thermally deformed; 

- carefully check the electrical connections, particularly the earth connection; 

- replace the lenses if they have become visibly damaged;

- replace all the damaged components 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SPARE PARTS

All components are available for the INSE 1200 MSR and the exploded diagram and catalogue are

available on request.

INSE 1200 MSR

Size mm 1010x350x420

Weight kg 30

Body Fe37 - black painted

Operating voltage V 230

Operating frequence Hz 50/60

Operating amperage A 14

Power absorbed VA 3000

Suggested lamp MSR 1200 W

G22 Base

Optical System 1 Lens PCX dia.150 R262,5

1 Lens PCX dia.98 R131,3

1 Lens Parabolic dia.54

Max Working Temperature °C 110

Max Ambient Temperature °C 50


